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Abstract: Stem volume is a very important parameter in forestry inventory and carbon storage. The
stem volume estimated by most existing methods deviates from its true value because the irregularity
of the stem is usually overlooked. In this study, we propose a stem segment volume estimation based
on the tetrahedron model using TLS data. First, the initial stem segment surface model, including
the lower, upper, and outer triangular surface models, was gradually reconstructed. Next, the outer
surface model was subdivided based on the edge subdivision. Then, a closed triangular surface model
without self-intersection was obtained. Afterward, a tetrahedron model of the stem segment was
generated using TetGen software (Version 1.6.0) for the triangular surface model. Finally, the stem
segment volume was calculated by summing the volumes of all the tetrahedrons in the tetrahedron
model. An experiment with 76 stem segments from different tree species with different parameters
showed that the reconstructed stem segment surface model effectively reflected the geometrical
features of the stem segment surface. Compared to the volume based on the simulated sectional
measurement, the MAPE of the volume based on the tetrahedron model was 2.12%. The results
demonstrated the validity of the presented method for stem surface reconstruction and stem volume
estimation, and the volume based on the tetrahedron model was closer to the true value than that
based on the sectional measurement.

Keywords: stem volume; TLS; stem segment; surface model; tetrahedron model

1. Introduction

Stem volume, which is closely related to tree biomass and carbon stock, is one of
the most important forest features of forest inventory and carbon storage [1–3]. Accurate
calculation of stem volume is the basis for reliable estimation of stand volume, forest
biomass, and carbon storage [2,4].

Stem volume calculations are traditionally divided into two types, destructive (felled
trees) and nondestructive (standing trees). For felled trees, stem volume can be calculated
using sectional measurements [5]. The stem is subdivided into several short sections,
and each stem section is regard as a regular geometrical shape, such as a cylinder or a
truncated cone. Stem volume is obtained by summing the volume of all stem sections.
To improve accuracy, researchers have proposed various calculation methods for sectional
volume, such as Smalian’s formula and Newton’s formula [5–7]. For standing trees, the stem
volume is usually calculated by the empirical volume formula, which provides a simple
way to estimate stem volume based on diameter at breast height and tree height. However,
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the volume formula was developed based on the stem volume calculated from the sectional
measurement of several felled trees of the same species. Ref. [8] found that a minimum of
29 and 81 sample trees were required to develop accurate tree volume allometric estimation
models for each species and for all species in the Amazonian Forest, respectively. The de-
structive approach is time-consuming, laborious, and requires strict and serious fieldwork
regulations. Meanwhile, the assumption that the section is a regular shape is the basis for
sectional measurement. However, the irregularity of the stem is reflected not only in the
shape along the stem, but also in the shape of the stem cross-section. This may result in
bias if the stem volume is calculated based on the traditional sectional measurement [7].

In recent years, terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) has provided a measurement technique
capable of measuring at the level of millimeters, which is beyond the precision of traditional
measurement tools [4,9]. Ref. [10] demonstrated that TLS-based approaches can provide
stem diameters at breast height and stem curves that are close to the accuracy requirements
of national forest inventories. Ref. [11] argued that TLS will play a critical role in under-
standing fundamental forestry ecological questions. Several studies have demonstrated the
advantage of TLS in successfully retrieving tree attributes, including tree location [12,13],
stem diameter [14–16], tree crown width [17], and other forest parameters [18,19]. Many
algorithms have been developed to estimate stem volume from TLS data, which can be
roughly divided into four categories. (a) Empirical volume formula: The stem (tree) volume
is estimated using the existing empirical volume formula after retrieving stem diameter
and stem height from TLS data. Ref. [20] compared the accuracy of different stem diameter
retrieval methods to estimate stem volume from TLS data. The results showed that stem
volume estimation using the random sample consensus and convex hull methods was
more accurate than that using circle fitting. Ref. [21] retrieved stem diameter by circle
fitting every 10 cm along the stem, and used Huber’s formula to estimate stem volume.
(b) Quantitative structure modeling (QSM): The stem (tree) is reconstructed as a series of
smooth cylinders using the QSM method, and the stem (tree) volume is estimated based
on reconstructed cylinders. Refs. [1,22–24] used treeQSM [25] to reconstruct a tree and
estimate the tree volume using TLS data. (c) Regular geometry model: Ref. [2] estimated
the stem volume of Euphrates poplar (Populus euphratica) by a definite integration using
a stem diameter retrieved by a Hough transform at every 10 cm along the stem from
TLS, and established a stem volume regression model represented by DBH, height, and
basal area. Ref. [3] proposed an unwrapping method combined with cylinder fitting, vox-
elization, and digital elevation models to estimate the volume of standing trees. Ref. [26]
represented a tree as a set of closed and complete convex polyhedras after fitting a series of
cylinders to approximate the geometry of tree stems and branches, and estimated volume
using the Smalian’s formula after stem diameter retrieval. (d) Irregularity geometry model:
Ref. [27] separated the point cloud of buttresses with complex structures in continuous
thin layers, and outlined a nonconvex polygon manually in ArcGIS (Version 10) software
after projecting the layer to a plane. Then, the basal area was calculated based on the
nonconvex polygon, and the volume of buttresses was estimated using Smalian’s formula.
Refs. [28,29] adopted a voxel-based bounding box method to estimate the volume of trees,
stems, and branches. The irregularity in the shape along the stem was considered in the
above studies, such as using a flexible cylinder model and retrieving stem diameter at every
10 cm. However, the irregularity of the stem cross-section was overlooked by most of the
above methods.

Stem volume cannot be directly measured with conventional tools [1,20]. TLS provides
the potential to accurately and directly estimate stem volume as the stem surface geometri-
cal feature is contained in the stem point cloud scanned by TLS [3]. The defects of tree point
clouds scanned by TLS at a plot level, such as uneven density and missing data, are difficult
to control and avoid [30], and the quality of tree point clouds will affect the precision of
retrieved tree parameters. Like the problem of stem diameter retrieval in [16], the problem
of stem volume estimation can be divided into two steps: data collection and preprocessing,
and numerical calculation. In this study, we focused on the numerical calculation of stem
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volume estimation considering the irregularity of the stem. Traditionally, the stem has been
divided into several stem segments in stem volume estimation, and the accuracy of the
stem volume estimation is equivalent to that of the volume estimation of the stem segment.
Therefore, we assessed stem segments below the middle of the stem with a given length
in this study. The specific objectives of the study as follows: (1) to construct a close and
disjoint triangular surface model of a stem segment, (2) to construct a tetrahedral solid
geometry model of the stem segment based on the triangular surface model, and to estimate
the volume of the stem segment, and (3) to compare the accuracy of volume estimation
between the tetrahedron model and the traditional sectional measurement.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Field Data Collection

The materials were collected from two field surveys. The two scanning locations were
located in the courtyard of the Chinese Academy of Forestry Sciences in Beijing, China,
and the Dagujia Forest Farm in Qingyuan County, Liaoning Province, China. The FARO
X330 3D terrestrial laser scanner was used for scanning.

Three trees of different species were scanned in the courtyard of the Chinese Academy
of Forestry Sciences in Beijing. A Fraxinus pennsylvanica Marsh., a Platanus occidentalis L.
and an Ailanthus altissima (Mill.) Swingle were singly scanned from four directions, and
two adjacent directions perpendicular to each other, respectively. In the Dagujia Forest
Farm, a sample Larix kaempferi plantation plot with a size of 30 m × 30 m was scanned
(Figure 1). The scanner worked at the nine stations: the four boundary points of the sample
plot, the center points of the four boundary edges, and the center point of the sample plot.
A total of 50 trees were scanned in this plot. The scanning parameters of the scanner were
the same in the two surveys. The scan quality was 4× (a scanning parameter of the FARO
TLS scanner), the scan speed was 122 kpts/s, the point spacing was 6.136 mm at 10 m,
and reference spheres were used for point cloud registration in the FARO Scene Software.

Figure 1. A scene of the field work using the FARO X330.

2.2. Preprocessing

The tree points and stem points were extracted according to the continuity of the stem
in the vertical direction [31]. Affected by unfavorable factors, such as occlusion and breeze,
the quality of the scanned tree point cloud has some defects, such as uneven density and
incompleteness. The roughness of the stem surface exacerbates the dispersion degree of the
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stem point cloud. These data deficiencies make it difficult for tree point clouds to effectively
reflect the geometric topology and surface roughness of trees, especially at the position
above the middle of the stem. In this study, the stem volume was estimated based on a
tetrahedral solid model constructed after surface reconstruction. The selected stem point
cloud should be able to meet the needs of surface reconstruction; for example, the selected
point cloud should be complete. Meanwhile, to accurately compare with traditional volume
calculation by sectional measurement, 76 stem segments from 53 trees (some stem segments
originate from one stem) with a length of 1 m and below the middle of the stem were
chosen for further study.

3. Methodology

The proposed method was divided into three main phases. First, an initial stem
segment surface was reconstructed (Figure 2a). Second, the initial stem segment surface
was iteratively subdivided by edge subdivision (Figure 2b) and a fine closed disjoint
stem segment surface was obtained. Finally, TetGen (Version 1.6.0) software [32] was
applied to generate a tetrahedron model of the fine stem segment surface, and the stem
segment volume was equal to the sum of the volumes of a series of tetrahedrons in the
tetrahedron model.

Stem Points Down Sampling

Stem Point Cloud

A Global Sampling 
Point Set

Lower (Upper) Surface 
Reconstruction

Lower (Upper) 
Surface Mesh

Outer Surface Reconstruction 
by maximizing the diagonal 
angle value of the base edge

Outer Surface 
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Figure 2. The flowchart of the initial stem surface reconstruction (a) and the edge subdivision (b).

3.1. Initial Stem Segment Surface Reconstruction
3.1.1. Stem Points Downsampling

The stem segment point cloud P was divided horizontally into stem slices at a given
height parameter h cm from the bottom to the top of the stem segment. For a stem segment
with a length of 100 cm, 100/h (h is a factor of 100 in this study) stem slices were generated.
For a stem slice Si, the geometric central point cpi was calculated by the geometric central
point calculation [33]. Then, the angle simplification [33] was adopted, and the stem slice
was divided into d360/φe angular regions according to the angle interval parameter φ
and the angle value η (the included angle between the line segment cpi pk and the X-axis)
between a stem slice point pk and the geometric central point cpi. For an angular region,
the average of all the points in the angular region was calculated as the center point of the
angular region, and the point in the angular region that was closest to the center point was
selected as the sampling point of the angular region. The sampling points of all angular
regions constitute a global sampling point set P0.
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3.1.2. Lower and Upper Surface Reconstruction

Stem segment surface reconstruction includes three parts: lower surface reconstruction,
upper surface reconstruction, and outer surface reconstruction (Figure 3).

Upper surface

Outer surface

Lower surface

(b) A reconstructed 
upper surface mesh

(c) A reconstructed 
lower surface mesh

(d) A reconstructed 
outer surface mesh

(a) A reconstructed 
stem surface mesh

Figure 3. Diagrams of the lower, upper, and outer surface reconstruction. The yellow edges are the
border edges.

The lower and upper surface reconstructions can convert constrained Delaunay trian-
gulations of planar point sets. The lower (upper) surface reconstruction is the constrained
Delaunay triangulation of a local sampling point set S0 (S100/h−1) from the first (last) stem
slice. The constraints are as follows. The planar point set is arranged in counterclockwise
order, and a directed edge formed by every two adjacent points in counterclockwise order
is the border edge of the constrained Delaunay triangulation. Then, the lower surface
mesh ML (Figure 3c) and the upper surface mesh MU (Figure 3b) were obtained by classic
constrained Delaunay triangulation.

3.1.3. Outer Surface Reconstruction

The input of outer surface reconstruction includes two parts: the global sampling
point set P0 and border edge set B0, which consist of reverse edges of all border edges of
the lower surface reconstruction and the upper surface reconstruction. The irregularity of
the stem points leads to irregularity of the sampling point set. The method of maximizing
the diagonal angle value of the base edge [34,35] was optimized and used to perform
the outer surface reconstruction. The optimization strategy is employed to ensure that
newly generated triangles do not intersect with existing triangles. The optimized algorithm
included two steps: candidate points construction of a base edge and optimal point selection.
In the first step, an edge AB was randomly selected from B0 as the base edge. The candidate
point C for the edge AB needs to meet two conditions: (1) the point C is in the point set
P0 \ S0 \ S100/h−1 (the point C is in P0, but is not in S0 and S100/h−1), and (2) the4ABC is
not directly intersect and not intersect in the projection space with existing triangles formed
by points A, B, or C. Points that meet the above two conditions constitute a candidate
point set. For the two triangles4ABC and4DEF, the eigenvector corresponding to the
smallest principal component of the vertices of the two triangles was calculated by Principal
Component Analysis, then the eigenvector was used as the normal vector of a projection
plane, the two projected triangles4A′B′C′ and4D′E′F′ by projecting the vertices of the
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two triangles4ABC and4DEF onto the projection plane. If the two projected triangles
4A′B′C′ and 4D′E′F′ intersect, the two triangles 4ABC and 4DEF intersect in the
projection space. In the second step, the point D was selected from candidate points so that
the angle value of ∠ADB was the maximum. Then, a new triangle4ABD was formed and
inserted into outer surface mesh MO, and the edge AB was removed from B0. For these
two new border edges BD and DA, if they are in B0, remove them from B0, otherwise,
added them to B0. Continue to take a border edge (if the edges BD and DA are in B0, they
should be prioritized as a base edge) from B0 as a new base edge to perform the above
operations until B0 is empty. If there is no candidate point for a base edge, the height
parameter h and the angle interval parameter φ should be increased gradually and rolled
back to ensure that the optimized algorithm is performed; then, the outer surface mesh MO
(Figure 3d) was obtained.

After completing the above operations, an initial stem segment surface mesh
MI = ML ∪MU ∪MO (Figure 3a) was reconstructed.

3.2. Stem Segment Surface Subdivision

The initial stem segment surface mesh cannot effectively reflect the geometric charac-
teristics of the unevenness of the stem segment surface. Surface subdivision was performed
to refine the initial stem segment surface mesh. There is no need to subdivide the lower
surface and the upper surface, as they are planar meshes and have no effect on the stem
volume calculation. The surface subdivision was performed on the outer surface mesh MO.

The process of surface subdivision was based on edge subdivision and performed
iteratively. The output surface mesh in the (i− 1)-th iteration was the input surface mesh
MO,i in the i-th iteration. The end condition of the iteration is that there is no edge that can be
subdivided. For a directed nonborder directed edge AB in a stem outer surface mesh MO,i
in the i-th iteration, its reverse directed edge is BA. The two triangles denoted as4ABC
and 4BAD (Figure 4a) can be found by their directed edges AB and BA, respectively.
The midpoint of the directed edge AB was denoted as point F. A point denoted as point E
in P, which is closest to point F and the distance between them is less than h/2, was selected
as the subdivision point of the edge subdivision. The two triangles 4ABC and 4BAD
can be subdivided into four new triangles4AEC,4EBC,4DBE and4DEA (Figure 4b),
if the four new triangles do not intersect (directly intersect or intersect in the projection
space) with any existing triangle formed by points A, B, C, and D, excluding4ABC and
4BAD. If the intersecting relationship is not satisfied, then update the surface mesh MO,i,
i.e., the two triangles4ABC and4BAD are removed from MO,i and four new triangles are
added to MO,i; otherwise, the two directed edges AB and BA cannot be subdivided. Edge
subdivision was performed for every pair of directed edges in MO,i, excluding directed
edges generated in the i-th iteration.

D

A

B

C

E
D

A

B

C

E

(a) (b)

Figure 4. A diagram of edge subdivision. E is the subdivision point of a edge subdivision for4ABC
and4BAD , (a) before edge subdivision, and (b) after edge subdivision.

After the surface subdivision iteration, a more accurate stem segment surface mesh
can be obtained (Figure 5). The final triangular surface mesh M of a stem segment can be
represented M = ML ∪MU ∪MO,j, where MO,j is the stem segment surface mesh of the
last iteration, and different stem segments have different j values.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)

Figure 5. Surfaces and surface meshes of a stem segment under different iterations. (a) The initial
reconstructed surface; (b–f) are reconstructed surfaces from the first to the fifth iteration, respectively.
(g) The initial reconstructed surface mesh; (h–l) are reconstructed surface meshes from the first to the
fifth iteration, respectively.

3.3. Tetrahedron Model Generation and Stem Volume Calculation

According to the above step, a final triangular surface mesh M of a stem segment
is a closed triangular irregular network, and there is no intersection of triangles. Then,
the mesh M of a stem segment can be used as an input of the TetGen [32] software to
generate a tetrahedron model of the stem segment. The volume VT of the stem segment is
calculated as the sum of the volume of all the tetrahedrons in the tetrahedron model of the
stem segment.

3.4. Assessment Method and Indices

The point cloud of the stem segment also provides the essential data for a simulated
measurement of the traditional sectional measurement. As described in Section 3.1.1,
the stem segment can be divided into 100/h0 (h0 is a factor of 100, and the value is different
from h) stem slices by the given height parameter h0 cm. Then, the stem diameter Di of the
i-th stem slice was retrieved using the existing stem diameter retrieval method from the
stem slice point cloud, and the simulated sectional measurement volume VS,i of the i-th
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stem slice was calculated using Formula (1). The stem volume VS of the stem segment was
calculated using Formula (2), and used as a reference value in this study.

VS,i = π × h0 × D2
i /4 (1)

VS =
100/h0

∑
i=1

VS,i (2)

It is obvious that the smaller the h0 value is, the larger the number of stem slices,
and the more accurate the volume. Therefore, h0 in this study was set to 1 cm, which is
exactly the width of the diameter tape. Compared with the field-measured stem diameter
at breast height, the RMSEs of the cylinder fitting and circle fitting were all 0.30 cm, and the
two methods were the best and most robust of the six stem diameter retrieval methods [16].
Circle fitting works in 2D spaces and is more convenient than cylinder fitting; therefore,
the circle fitting method was selected for stem diameter retrieval in this study.

According to the simulated sectional measurement, 100 pieces of stem diameters can
be measured along a stem segment. The average stem diameter Dg and the stem diameter
difference De between the minimum and maximum stem diameters were calculated for a
stem segment.

Based on VT , the average stem diameter Dv of the stem segment estimated from VT
can be represented as Formula (3).

Dv = 2×
√

VT/π/100 (3)

The accuracy of the stem segment volume was evaluated using root mean square error
(RMSE), relative root mean square error (RRMSE), R-squared (R2), mean absolute error
(MAE), and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE).

The Hausdorff distance (HD) between the original stem segment point cloud and the
reconstructed stem segment surface was used to evaluate the accuracy of the reconstructed
stem segment surface.

Our method was implemented using C++ with the Point Cloud Library [36], Qt,
and VTK.

4. Results
4.1. Volume Calculation of a Stem Segment under Different Iterations

The initial stem segment surface mesh can be subdivided to obtain a more detailed
surface mesh. The visual effects of surfaces and surface meshes of a stem segment (the
average stem diameter of this stem segment was 14.40 cm) from the Larix kaempferi tree
under different iterations are shown in Figure 5.

The initial reconstructed surface is smooth in some local zones (Figure 5a); corre-
spondingly, the triangle in the initial reconstructed surface mesh is very large (Figure 5g).
As the number of iterations increases, the roughness of the stem surface is gradually re-
flected (Figure 5b–f), and most of the triangles become increasingly smaller (Figure 5h,i).
According to Figure 5f, the unevenness of the stem surface is the most obvious, and the
number of triangles in Figure 5i is the largest. The results showed that the surface model
of the stem segment becomes closer to the true surface of the stem segment during the
iterative subdivision. This means that the stem segment volume calculated based on the
next subdivision surface model will be closer to the true value of the stem volume than the
stem segment volume calculated by the current subdivision surface model.

From Table 1, the HD, the number of triangles, and the number of tetrahedrons
increase with the number of iterations. The increased number of triangles and tetrahedrons
demonstrated that the surface model, and the solid model of the stem segment in the
current iteration were more delicate than those in the previous iteration. The more delicate
the surface model and the solid model are, the more accurate the volume of the stem
segment. This is also reflected in the values of VT in Table 1, which increased with the
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number of iterations and approached VS. The increased HD demonstrated that the distance
between the minority points and the reconstructed stem surface increased with the number
of iterations.

Table 1. Numerical results of volume calculations for a stem segment under different iterations.

Number of
Iterations HD/cm Number of

Triangles
Number of
Tetrahedron VT /cm3 VS/cm3

0 1.03 1666 3029 16,143.10

16,335.00

1 1.03 2594 4699 16,158.20
2 1.90 4364 7667 16,175.10
3 1.90 7142 12,222 16,188.10
4 1.95 11,614 19,262 16,203.40
5 1.97 18,434 29,974 16,216.10

The number of iterations of the initial reconstructed surface is 0.

4.2. Volume Calculation of a Stem Segment Using Different Parameters

As described in Section 3.1.3, the height parameter h and the angle interval parameter
φ can be adjusted to obtain the outer surface mesh MO. It means that for a stem seg-
ment, multiple outer surface meshes MO can be reconstructed using different parameters,
resulting in different final triangular surface meshes M at different iteration numbers,
and multiple different volumes with different accuracies. The reconstructed stem surface
models using different parameters for the stem segment in Figure 5 are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 shows that the density of the triangles in the stem surface model in Figure 6g,h
is higher than that in Figure 6i–l. Correspondingly, the fineness level of the stem surface
in Figure 6a,b is higher than that in Figure 6c–f. This demonstrated by the fact that when
using a small height parameter h, it is more effective to reflect the surface characteristics
of the stem. According to the effect of graphics, it is reasonable to assume that the more
triangles there are in the surface model, the more accurate the surface model, and the more
tetrahedrons there are, the more accurate the calculated volume will be.

According to Table 2, when the height parameter h increases, the number of iterations
and HD tend to increase, and the number of triangles, the number of tetrahedrons, and
the stem segment volume VT tend to decrease. All the stem segment volumes VT by
the tetrahedron model are smaller than the stem segment volumes VS calculated using
simulated sectional measurements. The minimized and maximized volume errors between
different VT with different parameters were 7.08 (0.04%, as a percentage of VS, the same as
below) and 98.54 cm3 (0.60%). Considering that the length of the stem segment was 100 cm,
the average stem diameter was 14.40 cm and the minimum and maximum volume errors
between VT and VS were 119.93 (0.73%) and 200.53 cm3 (1.22%),respectively, the volume
error between different VT with different parameters may be acceptable.

Table 2. Numerical result of volume calculation for a stem segment using different parameters.

h/cm φ/◦ Number of
Iterations HD/cm Number of

Triangles
Number of
Tetrahedrons VT /cm3 VS/cm3

3 15 4 1.91 26,378 41,770 16,223.23

16,335.16

20 5 1.90 46,688 72,719 16,233.17

5 15 5 1.97 18,434 29,974 16,216.15
20 4 1.91 10,188 16,866 16,154.63

8 20 7 1.98 20,092 32,647 16,197.66
25 7 1.99 19,392 31,111 16,134.63
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)

Figure 6. Surfaces and surface meshes of a stem segment using different parameters. (a) The surface
model by h = 3 and φ = 15. (b) The surface model with h = 3 and φ = 20. (c) The surface model with
h = 5 and φ = 15. (d) The surface model with h = 5 and φ = 20. (e) The surface model with h = 8 and
φ = 20. (f) The surface model with h = 8 and φ = 25. (g) The surface mesh with h = 3 and φ = 15.
(h) The surface mesh with h = 3 and φ = 20. (i) The surface mesh with h = 5 and φ = 15. (j) The surface
mesh with h = 5 and φ = 20. (k) The surface mesh with h = 8 and φ = 20. (l) The surface mesh with
h = 8 and φ = 25.

According to Figure 6, the stem surface patches near the top and the bottom of the
stem segment were not subdivided very thoroughly, which accelerated with parameters
h and φ. It is obvious that the more surface subdivisions there are, the more accurate the
surface model and the tetrahedron model, and the more accurate the stem segment volume.
Meanwhile, the areas of triangles in these stem surface patches using smaller parameters
were smaller than those using larger parameters. It also demonstrated that the smaller
parameters can result in a more accurate stem segment volume if the surface model can be
successfully constructed using these smaller parameters.

4.3. Surface Models of Stem Segments from Different Tree Species

Trees of different species have different surface geometry features, and reconstructed
surface models from different tree species should reflect this difference. The final recon-
structed triangular surfaces and surface meshes of three stem segments from three tree
species are shown in Figure 7. The bark in Figure 7a is the roughest, followed by that in
Figure 7d, and the bark in Figure 7g is the smoothest. Although the subdivision of the
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surface model is not completely uniform, the reconstructed stem surfaces can faithfully
reflect the above bark geometry feature. Notably, the convex and concave features of the
tree surface are fully represented in the reconstructed stem surface (Figure 7g–i). This
means that regardless of the tree species, the reconstructed surface model can approximate
to the true surface of the stem segment, and the corresponding tetrahedron model can also
be close to the solid structure of the stem segment; correspondingly, the calculated volume
based on the tetrahedron model can approach its true value.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i)

Figure 7. Surfaces and surface meshes of stem segments from different tree species. (a) A stem
segment from the Larix kaempferi tree. (b) Reconstructed stem surface of the stem segment in (a).
(c) Reconstructed stem surface mesh of the stem segment in (a). (d) A stem segment from the
Platanus occidentalis tree. (e) Reconstructed stem surface of the stem segment in (d). (f) Reconstructed
stem surface mesh of the stem segment in (d). (g) A stem segment from the Ailanthus altissima tree.
(h) Reconstructed stem surface of the stem segment in (g). (i) Reconstructed stem surface mesh of the
stem segment in (g).

4.4. Tetrahedron Models of Stem Segments

The slices of the tetrahedron models on the x-axis are shown in Figure 8. The angle of
view was adjusted to highlight the slices of the tetrahedron models. The composition of the
internal tetrahedrons is clearly shown in Figure 8. The surface models in Figures 5l and 6l
are different for the same stem segment; therefore, Figure 8a,b shows different tetrahedron
models for the same stem segment. As the stem segment volume is equal to the sum of the
volumes of all the tetrahedrons, and the internal tetrahedrons are adjacent to each other,
the size of the internal tetrahedrons will not affect the calculation of the stem segment
volume, if the stem segment surface model is close enough to the actual surface of the stem
segment. This demonstrated the importance of the stem surface reconstruction method in
the presented method.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 8. Slices of the tetrahedron models of the stem segments on the x-axis. (a–e) correspond to
Figures 5l, 6l, 7c, 7f and 7i, respectively. The yellow and gray triangles are from the surface models
and the tetrahedron models, respectively.

4.5. Numerical Results

The minimum, maximum, and average stem diameter differences and VS for all the
studied stem segments were obtained (Table 3). According to the tetrahedron model for
stem segment volume calculation, the minimum, maximum, and average of HD, the num-
ber of triangles and tetrahedrons, VT , and the volume difference Ve between VS and VT ,
were calculated (Table 3).

Table 3. Minimum, maximum, and average of different index values.

Dg /cm De/cm VS/cm3 HD/cm Number of
Triangles

Number of
Tetrahedrons VT /cm3 Ve/cm3

Min 10.74 0.34 9054.37 0.84 3226 5674 8866.74 −39.43
Max 53.64 8.69 226,540.14 2.00 191,349 294,130 220,009.00 6531.14
Avg 18.00 1.61 31,523.45 1.87 30,047 47,249 30,865.31 655.12

Min, Max, and Avg represent the minimum, maximum, and average of the corresponding data, respectively.

The data of Dg show that most stem diameters of the studied stem segments were not
large. The average of De means that the difference in stem diameters of a stem diameter was
not great. The HD data show that the HD between the stem segment point cloud and the
reconstructed stem segment surface was not small. The data of the number of triangles and
the number of tetrahedrons means that there were many triangles, and tetrahedrons belong
to the reconstructed stem segment surface model and the stem segment tetrahedron model.
The data of Ve show that most VS were larger than VT . There were only two exceptions (as
shown in Figure 9b).

The relationship between VT , VS, and these average stem diameters is shown in
Figure 9. Although stem diameters larger than 25 cm are rare, the relationship between
the average stem diameters and volumes formed by the data points is clear. The difference
between VT and VS increased with the average stem diameter.

The regression equation and assessment index values between VT and VS are shown
in Figure 10. The values of the assessment indexes demonstrated that there is a certain
degree of deviation between VT and VS.

The regression equation and assessment index values between Dg and Dv are shown
in Figure 11. Although the difference between Dg and Dv was not so obvious, there must
be a difference between Dg and Dv. This also reflects the volume difference between the
two measurement methods from one side.
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Figure 9. The relationship between the stem segment volume VT from the tetrahedron model, the stem
segment volume VS from simulated sectional measurement, and the average stem diameter, (a) the
scatter diagram of VT and VS, and (b) the scatter diagram of the stem segment volume error VT −VS.
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5. Discussion
5.1. The Complexity of Stem Surface Reconstruction

Surface reconstruction is a common technology in computer-aided design and com-
puter graphics. The basic assumption of surface reconstruction in these fields is that the
underlying surface of the reconstructed object is smooth [37], i.e., the point cloud scanned
from the reconstructed object is manifold, and the basic requirement of solid model recon-
struction is that the surface model of the reconstructed object is closed and disjoint [32].
However, the scanned point cloud from the tree is not manifold due to the irregularity of the
stem or the roughness of the stem bark. This determines the complexity of the tree surface
reconstruction. Ref. [27] tried to reconstruct the stem surface using TLS data, and the visual
quality of reconstructed meshes by the Poisson surface reconstruction method provided by
the software MeshLab (Version 1.3.2) showed that the reconstructed stem model cannot
describe the actual stem, especially for irregular trees. In this study, the step of stem point
downsampling in Section 3.1.1 is essentially sampling to make the input point cloud for
the initial stem segment surface reconstruction manifold, thereby ensuring that the stem
surface can be initially constructed. The surface subdivision ensures that the reconstructed
stem surface is as close as possible to the actual stem surface (Figures 5–7), although there
were some zones where the surface model cannot be subdivided.

The parameters h and φ can be adjusted to reconstruct an initial surface model of a stem
segment in this study. Although different parameters result in different surface models,
different tetrahedron models, and different volumes, fortunately, the volume difference
obtained in the reconstructed tetrahedral solid model after surface subdivision was not very
large (Table 2). It demonstrates the feasibility of surface reconstruction of stem segments
with different stem surface roughness and different point cloud densities, i.e., if the initial
surface model cannot be obtained using smaller parameters h and φ, the two parameters h
and φ can be increased separately to perform the outer surface reconstruction. Sometimes,
the parameters h and φ must be increased to obtain a closed disjoint surface model.

5.2. The Accuracy of the Stem Segment Volume Using the Tetrahedron Model

The simulated sectional measurement was used as the reference method in this study.
The thickness of the stem slice point cloud in the simulated sectional measurement was
1 cm. Measuring stem diameter at every 1 cm is very difficult to implement in the field
inventory, even for stem analysis. The stem diameter of the stem slice point cloud was
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retrieved by the circle fitting method, the accuracy of which has been verified in many
studies [10,16,38]. Therefore, the accuracy of the simulated sectional measurement in this
study has the reference value.

The traditional sectional measurement is based on the assumption that the stem cross-
section is a circle. However, the actual stem cross-section is not a regular geometry. This
brings imprecise factors into the calculation of the basal area and volume of the stem.
The area of a circle is the largest when the circumference is fixed. Therefore, the volume
of a stem slice by the simulated sectional measurement is the largest volume in theory.
Considering the actual geometric structure of the stem segment, there must be an error
between the true volume value and the volume using the simulated sectional measurement.
This is exactly the reason that most VT were lower than VS. Notably, the shape of a stem
cross-section is related to the diameter of the stem cross-section. The lower the stem
diameter, the closer the shape of the stem cross-section is to a circle, and the lower the
deformation along the stem segment. This can be explained by the fact that the lower the
average stem diameter was, the lower the difference between VT and VS was.

In this study, stem segment volumes were calculated based on tetrahedron models
constructed after surface reconstruction. The initial stem segment surface reconstruction
and the surface subdivision were all performed based on the original point cloud of the
stem segment. Therefore, the surface model and the tetrahedron model were the closest
geometric models to the actual surface and the solid structure of the stem segment in theory,
respectively. This is truly the value of surface reconstruction and solid reconstruction.
Therefore, the stem segment volume calculated based on the tetrahedron model is the
most accurate in theory. For a stem segment, there are many initial stem segment surface
models that can be reconstructed using different parameters h and φ in this study. Different
parameters mean different surface models, different tetrahedron models, and different
stem segment volumes (Table 2). Fortunately, the differences between these volumes are
acceptable. Therefore, the stem segment volume using the tetrahedron model is closer to
the true volume value than that using sectional measurement.

The volume calculation of the empirical volume formula is based on retrieval stem
parameters and pre-established empirical formulas. This method depends not only on
traditional measurement methods, but also on stem parameter retrieval methods using TLS
data. The volume calculation based on the QSM and regular geometry model assumed that
the stem cross-section is a circle. The irregularity of the stem cross-section is overlooked.
The existing irregularity geometry model method in [27] considered the irregularity of the
stem cross-section. The voxel-based bounding box method [28] relies on the voxel size
and cannot output a watertight geometrical model. In this study, the stem segment was
reconstructed using the surface model and tetrahedron model. The irregularities along the
stem segment and belonging to the stem cross-section were all considered. The constructed
surface model and tetrahedron model were all watertight geometrical models that can
represent the geometrical features of the stem segment. Meanwhile, the volume can be
directly calculated by a series of tetrahedrons in the tetrahedron model. Although the stem
volume for a whole stem was not estimated in this study, considering that the stem volume
is traditionally calculated in sections, the volume of a whole stem can be estimated by
section reconstruction if the point cloud is satisfactory. Therefore, the volume calculation
using the tetrahedron model is superior to the existing stem volume calculations using
TLS data.

5.3. The Importance of the Quality of the Stem Point Cloud

The point cloud quality at different stem heights is different as the distance between
the stem and the TLS scanner changes with the height. It is difficult to use the same
parameters to reconstruct a surface model for a whole stem. This is also the reason for
calculating the volume in the stem segment in this study. Stem volume calculation by stem
segments is also a conventional method in forest inventory using traditional measuring
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tools. Therefore, the accuracy of the stem segment volume calculation can be regarded as
the accuracy of the stem volume calculation.

The stem bark is rough, convex, and concave, and the texture of the stem bark changes
from extremely rough to quite smooth [5]. The different stem geometrical features are
shown in Figure 7. Even if the bark is very smooth, there is still some debris such as
fallen bark attached to the bark. The debris may introduce noise into the stem point
cloud. The point cloud scanned by multiple stations will also generate noise during point
registration. Once these noises approach the points that are reflected from the actual stem
surface, they are difficult to detect. The irregularity of the stem surface, the roughness of
the stem bark, the disturbance of noises, and the combination of these factors leads to the
complexity of the stem point cloud. Points in the stem point cloud cannot all be vertices
of triangles in the stem surface model, which is the reason for the HD in this study. The
existence of noise further increased the value of HD (as the scattered points along stem
surfaces shown in Figure 12, it can also be seen in the enlarged view of Figure 7). Therefore,
preprocessing the input stem point cloud and improving the quality of the point cloud
will not only help to build a higher quality surface model, but also reduce the HD value,
and, more importantly, output a more accurate stem segment volume.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 12. Diagrams of the noise in three stems in Figure 7. (a) Part enlarged view of the stem
segment in Figure 7a. (b) Part enlarged view of the stem segment in Figure 7d. (c) Enlarged view of
the stem segment in Figure 7g.

This study focuses on a numerical method for stem volume estimation, which down-
samples the input point cloud and adjusts parameters to meet the volume estimation of
stem segments with different point cloud densities. The impact of point cloud quality on
volume estimation accuracy has not been thoroughly studied. Improving the quality of
stem point clouds as part of data collection and preprocessing is still a future concern.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we proposed a stem segment volume estimation based on the tetrahedron
model that depends on the surface model. The visualization results showed that the
reconstructed surface model can reflected the convex and concave features of the stem
segment. This means that the constructed tetrahedron model of the stem segment can
approximate the solid space occupied by the stem segment. The numerical results showed
that most stem segment volumes estimated by the tetrahedron model VT were lower than
those estimated by simulated sectional measurements VS. The average difference between
VT and VS was 655.12 cm3. Compared with VS, the RMSE of VT was 1165.34 cm3.

The irregularity of the stem makes it difficult to directly estimate its volume using
conventional measuring tools. Most existing stem volume estimations assume that the
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geometry of the stem cross-section is regular. Unlike existing methods, we considered
the irregularity of the stem, and calculated the stem segment volume directly from the
constructed tetrahedron model of the stem segment using surface and solid reconstruction
methods. This provides an efficient way to reflect the complex geometrical features of the
stem surface and to retrieve stem volume accurately while considering the irregularity of
the stem.
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